Family Meals Offer Insight into Eating Disorders

By Kate Johnson
Montreal Bureau

MONTRÉAL — Treatment for anorexia nervosa might one day use videotapes of family meals to personalize therapy for patients, according to a pilot study.

Family mealtime play a central role in anorectic patients, not only because of their focus on eating, but also because of their focus on family interaction, said investigator Richard L. Levine, M.D., who presented his study as a poster at an international conference sponsored by the Academy for Eating Disorders.

“Family therapy has traditionally attempted to address many of those issues, but it is usually on family interactions that occur in an artificial environment, she explained. Videotapes illuminate family patterns that we don’t usually see in the regular family therapy environment, which could help us target therapy more appropriately,” he said.

In contrast to the families of anorexic patients, families of patients with bulimia nervosa are in many ways the mirror opposite, Dr. Levine said.

Those families of bulimia patients tend to be less structured, with fewer guidelines and less parenting in general, he said. There is more chaos in the family and often more chaos in the patients,” he said.

A separate poster presented at the meeting confirmed this general trend.

In a survey of 124 college undergraduates, Daniel J. Munoz and his colleagues at the University at Albany, State University of New York, analyzed family mealtime frequency and family stability and how they related to the symptomatology of bulimia.

They found that greater frequency of family meals, and higher levels of family stability, as measured by the SAPE test (Stability of Activities in a Family Environment), predicted a decreased likelihood of bulimia as measured by the Eating Disorders Inventory—2 and the Bulimia Test—Revised.

Examinining the regularity of family activities—including mealtimes—may provide an additional pathway toward assessment, intervention, and prevention of bulimia,” they wrote.

Ethnicity Seems to Play a Role In Teens’ Eating Disorder Risk

By Michele G. Sullivan
Mid-Atlantic Bureau

Culture appears to play a role in disordered eating.

Black and Caribbean girls had the lowest rates of disordered eating, probably because African American culture sends teens the message that their physically unattractiveness isn’t completely tied to being thin, Katarzyna Bisaga, M.D., and colleagues reported.

“These findings, along with previously described higher ideal body weight among [black] girls, support the protective role of cultural values with regards to restrictive weight control behaviors,” said Dr. Bisaga of the New York State Psychiatric Institute, New York.

Conversely, white and Hispanic girls had much higher rates of disordered eating. This seems directly related to the cultural message that being thin is a prerequisite for being attractive, said the investigators.

There also was a significant association between early dieting and depressive disorder symptoms among white girls and those of mixed background. “This finding suggests that Western cultural pressures for thinness may play a role not only in the development of EDs [eating disorders] and depressive symptoms but also in the development of DDS [depressive disorders symptoms] in adolescence,” they said (J. Dev. Behav. Pediatr. 2005;26:257-66).

Parents of Overweight Children Fail To Accurately Perceive the Problem

By Diana Mahoney
New England Bureau

BOSTON — Many parents of children who are overweight or at risk for becoming overweight don’t perceive their children’s weight accurately, Patricia A. Cluss, Ph.D., and colleagues said in a poster presentation at the annual meeting of the Society of Behavioral Medicine.

These findings “have significant implications for public health and clinical interventions aimed at decreasing the pediatric obesity epidemic,” wrote Dr. Cluss and her associates.

Parental awareness of and concern that their child’s weight is above the normal range is “intrinsically to the success” of physicians’ efforts to identify and target children for prevention or intervention, she said in an oral presentation.

As a way to determine the accuracy of parental weight perceptions, the parents of 616 children aged 3-12 years seen at two community pediatric practices completed eight-item, self-administered questionnaires. Medical assistants weighed, measured, and calculated the body mass index (BMI) of each child.

The study included totals of 281 girls and 335 boys. Of the girls, 15% were at risk for being overweight, with BMIs above the 85th to 94th percentiles, and 25% were overweight, with BMIs above the 94th percentile. With the same criteria, 15% of the boys were at risk for being overweight, and 22% were overweight.

Only 49% of the parents surveyed accurately recognized their overweight children as being overweight, reported Dr. Cluss of the University of Pittsburgh.

“The parents of overweight girls were more likely to accurately perceive their child as being overweight, compared with the parents of boys, particularly preadolescents,” said Dr. Cluss. Whereas 63% of overweight girls’ parents recognized their children’s weight status, only 29% of overweight boys’ parents had accurate perceptions.

The results also showed that parental perceptions were more often correct for children aged 6-12 years than for children younger than 5 years old.

Only 8% of the parents whose children were at risk for becoming overweight were aware of it.

The findings add gravitas to a growing collection of data indicating that many parents do not correctly perceive their child’s weight status—a fact that may hinder parents’ communication with the pediatrician in tracking and intervention strategies, said Dr. Cluss.

As such, physicians have an important role in helping children and communicating concern to parents,” she said. In addition, special attention should be given to communicating with parents of younger children who may be overweight, with the risk of becoming so and with parents of overweight boys, considering both groups had low accuracy rates, Dr. Cluss said.
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